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Abstract: In this paper, we numerically and experimentally demonstrate the inverse
polarization effect in three-dimensional (3-D) printed polarizers for the frequency range of
0.5 - 2.7 THz. The polarizers simply consist of 3-D printed strip lines of conductive polylactic
acid (CPLA, Proto-Pasta) and do not require a substrate or any further metallic deposition.
The experimental and numerical results show that the proposed structure acts as a broadband
polarizer between the range of 0.3 THz to 2.7 THz, in which the inverse polarization effect is
clearly seen for frequencies above 0.5 THz. In the inverse polarization effect, the transmission
of the transverse electric (TE) component exceeds that of the TM component, in contrast to
the behavior of a typical wire-grid polarizer. We show how the performance of the polarizers
depends on the spacing and thickness of the CPLA structure; extinction ratios higher than 20
dB are achieved. This is the first report using CPLA to fabricate THz polarizers,
demonstrating the potential of using conductive polymers to design THz components
efficiently and robustly.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Terahertz (THz) radiation has attracted the attention in a wide range of fields, including, but
not limited to, in vivo biomedical characterisation [1,2], the automotive industry [3], botanics
[4], cultural heritage [5], and materials characterization [6]. Thus, devices able to manipulate
THz radiation are in high demand. Unfortunately, the materials used for optical components,
for example glass, are opaque at terahertz frequencies. To address this problem, researchers
have turned their attention to 3-D printed technology given the low attenuation of some
printable plastics in this frequency range [7]. Additionally, the resolution of conventional
three-dimensional (3-D) printers is high enough to fabricate components for the THz range
(0.4 mm aprox.). Several devices built using this technology have been reported in recent
years. Examples include anti-reflective structures [8–10], tunable prisms [11], Bragg fibers
[12]. In addition, some new materials have been explored, for example, conductive filaments,
used for printed electronic circuits [13]. The conductive properties of these materials are
attributed to the mixture of a polymer host and either graphene (Black Magic 3-D) or carbon
black (Proto-pasta) [13]. Production of several 3-D printed polarizers has been reported
recently [14–16]. Some of these structures printed in plastic are subsequently coated with
metallic thin films to improve the performance of the device [14,15]. Super ink-jet printers
are able to print complicated metallic structures with comparable accuracy to
photolithography [16]. Thus, by printing wire grid patterns on THz transparent substrates
such as silicon, super ink-jet printing can be used to fabricate broadband polarizers. In this
paper we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first 3-D printed polarizers made of
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conductive PL
LA (proto pastaa) with extincttion ratios abovve 20 dB for 0..5 to 1.7 THz. For these
polarizers no substrate or metallic
m
coating is needed, impproving their rrobustness and lowering
their cost. This approach is more flexible,, rapid and robbust, and is ablle to produce ppolarizers
on ratios betterr than 20dB. Fu
urthermore, givven the flexibiility of the 3-D
D printing
with extinctio
technique, more exotic polarizers for co
omplex polarizzation states w
will be possibble using
conductive fillaments. We allso report expeerimental evideence of the invverse polarizatiion effect
and show ho
ow it depends on the spacin
ng thickness. In this phenoomenon, the trransverse
electric (TE) component off the radiation
n is transmittedd and the trannsverse magneetic (TM)
posite to the behavior
b
of a cconventional w
wire-grid polarrizer [17–
component iss reflected, opp
19]. In otheer words, the transmission efficiency oof the TE coomponent excceeds the
transmission efficiency of the
t TM compo
onent. In our case, extinctioon ratios in thhe inverse
d the 20 dB mark. This effecct has been repported for the visible range iin Cr and
region exceed
Au polarizerss [20,21], obseerving a strong
ger extinction ratio within thhe inverse regiion, even
stronger than in the normal region. Additionally, in thiss work we shoow a strong rellationship
between the inverse polarrization frequeency and the cutoff frequency of a reectangular
O experimen
ntal results sh
how that beloow 0.5 THz, the TE compponent is
waveguide. Our
attenuated wh
hile the TM component is transmitted tthrough the ddevice. Converrsely, for
frequencies above
a
0.5 TH
Hz, the inverse polarizationn effect dominnates the perrformance
increasing thee extinction rattio beyond the 20 dB mark. O
Our experimenttal results are ssupported
by electromag
gnetic simulatio
ons.
2. Design an
nd fabricatio
on
A simplified diagram of thee polarizer is shown
s
in Fig. 1(a). The devvice consists off 0.3 mm
printed strip lines
l
made of conductive PL
LA, separated bby 0.3 mm airr gaps (fill facttor 50%).
This fill facto
or was chosen to
t increase the extinction ratiio of the polariizer [21]. A phhotograph
of the finished device is sho
own in Fig. 1((b). Five differrent polarizers with thicknessses (axial
m, 3 mm, 4 mm
m and 5 mm w
were printed andd tested. The ppolarizers
dimension) off 1 mm, 2 mm
were fabricateed using a 3-D printer built by
b the Digital aand Material Technologies Laaboratory
at the School of Engineering
g at the Univerrsity of Warwicck. The resoluttion of the prinnter is x =
m, build volum
me of 120x120xx40 mm, and an Olson
12.5 μm, y = 12.5 μm and z = 0.625 μm
Ruby Nozzlee with 0.4 mm
m size was ussed. Print setttings were chhosen to give a nozzle
temperature of
o 220°C, bed temperature off 50°C and priint speed of 800 mm/s. To rettrieve the
optical properrties of CPLA
A, a 0.22 mm thick
t
solid dissk was printedd and tested ussing THz
transmission spectroscopy in a set up siimilar to the oone used by Squires et al. [7]. The
dex and absorp
ption coefficien
nt of CPLA aare shown in F
Fig. 1(c) and F
Fig. 1(d),
refractive ind
respectively. The absorptio
on coefficient of
o this materiaal is higher thhan any other printable
plastic tested until now [7].. The highly dispersive behaavior of the reffractive index is caused
by the presencce of carbon bllack in the PLA
A host.

Fig. 1. (a) Diagram of th
he proposed polariizer; (b) Photograpph of the printed ddevices; (c) and (d))
c
of CPL
LA, respectively.
show the refractive indeex and absorption coefficient
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Commerciial finite-elemeent method (FE
EM) software ((COMSOL Muultiphysics) waas used to
verify the opeeration of the proposed deviice. We used tthe electromaggnetic waves, ffrequency
domain (ewfd
d) module. Fo
or the simulatio
ons we used a collimated G
Gaussian beam
m with an
amplitude of 1 V/m propaagated from th
he top to the bottom in thee simulation sspace (yhe mesh discreetization used in
i the simulateed space was eequal to λ/8 inn order to
direction). Th
ensure accuraacy and scatterring boundary conditions weere met. Meshh discritizationns smaller
than this valu
ue resulted in no significant improvemennt in the numeerical results ((and took
longer to pro
ocess). The maaterial parametters are plottedd Figs. 1(c) aand 1(d). In Fiig. 2, the
simulation ressults are shown
n for two differrent frequenciees, 0.3 THz andd 2.5 THz.

Fig. 2.
2 Numerical simu
ulations for a 4 mm
m propagation lenngth polarizer. (a) and (b) show thee
simulaation for the TE and
a TM componen
nts of the THz beaam at 0.3 THz, resspectively; (c) andd
(d) sh
how the simulation
n of the TE and TM
M components at 22.5 THz, respectivvely. The incomingg
beam goes from top to
o bottom. The darrkest areas indicatte the presence off CPLA, and lightt
green areas indicate air.

In this fig
gure, it is cleearly observed
d that for 0.3 THz, the TE
E component is highly
attenuated in a distance no longer than 2 mm. In contr
trast, the TM ccomponent at the same
frequency is transmitted with almost no attenuatioon, showing tthe performannce of a
ng effective-meedium-theory eequations [22],, it is straightfoorward to
conventional polarizer. Usin
orption coefficiient of the deviice for the TE component is almost as
prove that thee effective abso
high as for the
t bulk mateerial, contrary to the TM ccomponent in which the abbsorption
coefficient is below 5 cm−1 for this particcular frequencyy. Furthermorre, the simulateed results
how an inversiion in the perfo
ormance of thee device. This ttime the TE coomponent
for 2.5 THz sh
is transmitted
d but the TM component is highly attenuuated. Interestiingly, the form
mation of
guided modess in the air gap
ps is predicted
d in the simulattion for the TE
E and TM com
mponents,
similar to thosse formed insid
de a metallic reectangular wavveguide [23,24].
3. Experime
ental charactterization and
d results
For the expeerimental charracterization, a Terapulse 44000 from TeeraView Ltd T
THz-TDS
spectrometer was used. This device is cap
pable of generaating and deteccting terahertz radiation
0
THz to 4 THz. The experiments w
were carried oout using
in a spectral range from 0.06
transmission geometry [7] and the polarrizer was mouunted on a rottary holder in order to
ngle between th
he vertical polaarization directtion of the inciident beam andd the strip
change the an
lines in steps of 10°. This an
ngle was measured with resppect to the vertiical direction, as shown
c
by thhe detector wass Fourier transfformed in
in the inset off Fig. 3(b). Theen, the signal collected
order to extraact its spectral content. In Fig
g. 3, the spectrral amplitude aand transmissiion of the
recorded THzz beam through
h the 4 mm th
hick device aree shown. In Figg. 3(a), the polarization
inversion effeect is clearly detected for frequencies abovve 0.5 THz. Beelow this frequuency, the
device acts in
n the same man
nner as a traditional polarizer..
The inverse polarization
n effect has beeen observed inn the visible raange in gold aand silver
his effect, when the wavelenggth of the inciddent light is coomparable
strip polarizerrs [20,21]. In th
to the period
d of the strips,, the energy is coupled intoo the polarizerr. This phenom
menon is
similar to cou
upling radiatio
on inside a waaveguide, enhaancing the couupled energy oof the TE
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modes [21]. For
F wavelengtths larger than
n the period off the strips, efffective-mediuum theory
predicts higheer efficiencies for
f TM compo
onents compareed to those of tthe TE componnents.

Fig. 3. (a) Spectral conttent of the THz beaam recorded after passing through th
the 4 mm polarizerr
and (b
b) transmission amplitude.
a
The siignals were recorrded from the casse of polarizationn
direction parallel to th
he strip lines (TE
E component) to the case of polaarization directionn
perpen
ndicular to the lin
nes (TM componen
nt) in steps of 10°°. The dashed linees in (b) representt
the nu
umerical prediction
n of the transmissiion for the TE and TM components.

In Fig. 3(b
b), the transmission as a funcction of the freequency for diffferent angles iis shown.
In the entire range
r
between 0.3 THz and 2.7
2 THz the trransmission is less than 50%
% which is
natural given the 50% fill faactor present in
n the device. A
Additionally, thhe transmissionn reaches
dent angle is 00° (TE componnent) and it fallls to 20%
50% for higheer frequencies when the incid
for an incideent angle of 90°
9 (TM com
mponent). The dotted lines in Fig. 3(b) sshow the
numerical results for the traansmission. The predictions aagree well withh the experimeental data.
The discrepan
ncies at high frequencies
f
are attributed too imperfectionss of the printeed device
which will haave a significan
nt effect at thesse frequencies. To further expplore the depenndency of
the inverse po
olarization effeect with the geo
ometrical param
meters of the ppolarizer, five aadditional
polarizers werre printed. Thiis time, the spaacing between the CPLA stripp lines was varried from
0.3mm to 0.7mm keeping
g the thicknesss of the dev ices at 4mm. Only the traansmitted
nts were recorrded in this exxperiment (0° and 90°,
amplitudes off the TE and TM componen
respectively). In order to find
f
the frequeency at which the inverse eeffect appears, the ratio
between the spectral
s
amplitu
ude of the TE component annd the TM com
mponent was deetermined
for every polaarizer. At the inversion
i
poin
nt the amplituddes of both com
mponents are eequal: the
frequency at which this raatio was closee to unity waas recorded. Inn Fig. 4, the recorded
b
circles. Th
he cut-off freqquency of a reectangular wavveguide is
frequencies are plotted as blue
given by:

fc =

c
2h

(1)

he speed of lig
ght in vacuum
m and h is the spacing betw
ween strip liness. This is
where c is th
plotted as a co
ontinuous blacck line in Fig. 4(a)
4 and agreess well with thee experimental data thus
it is clear thaat the inversion
n frequency caan be tuned byy changing thee spacing betw
ween strip
lines. Additio
onally, in Fig. 4(b), the extiinction ratio oof each 0.3 m
mm spacing poolarizer is
presented. Th
he extinction raatio was calcullated by 20log((TTE/TTM), wheere TTE and TTTM are the
Fourier transsforms of thee transmitted radiation at an incident aangle of 0° and 90°,
respectively. In
I this figure, a sharp peak fo
or the 4 mm annd 5 mm polarrizers around 0.8 THz is
observed. Theese abrupt chan
nges in the exttinction coefficcient corresponnd to a minimuum in the
transmittance for the TM component. These
T
peaks arre close to thee Rayleigh waavelength
or this frequen
ncy the diffractted beam emeerges tangentiaally to the
(dotted line) [15], that is, fo
surface of thee polarizer [21]]. Furthermore, it is clearly shhown that a reemarkable imprrovement
in the extincction ratio is achieved by increasing thhe thickness of the polariizer. Our
experimental results show that
t
extinction
n ratios lower tthan 20 dB arre found for thhe normal
w 0.5 THz) wh
hile ratios higheer than 20 dB are possible fo
for the 4 mm aand 5 mm
region (below
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polarizers, i.ee, the TE comp
ponent is ten tim
mes stronger tthan the TM coomponent for tthe 4 mm
and 5 mm casses. In addition
n, Fig. 4(c) sho
ows the transm
mission of the TE componennt through
the five polarizers. From thiis figure, it can
n be concludedd that the transm
mission efficieency goes
nction of the th
hickness of thee device. This is because ohhmic losses aree stronger
down as a fun
for thicker po
olarizers given the larger distaance the radiattion has to travvel inside the ddevice. In
contrast, the extinction
e
ratio
o is improved for
f thicker polaarizers (see Figg. 4(b). In concclusion, a
compromise between
b
transm
mission efficien
ncy and extincttion ratio has too be made in thhe design
of the polarizeer [21].

Fig. 4.
4 (a) Cutoff frequeency as function of CPLA strip liness separation for thhe 4 mm thickness.
The continuous
c
line is the theoretical cu
utoff frequency. ((b) Extinction ratiio of the differentt
polariizers. The dashed line is the predicteed Rayleigh wavellength [21]. (c) Trransmission of thee
TE co
omponent through the five polarizerss.

The time-frequency diistributions arre shown in Fig. 5 to giive more performance
o the proposed device. These distributionns were calculaated by perforrming the
information of
windowed Fo
ourier transform
m (Gabor transsform) to the T
THz signals ussing a sliding Gaussian
window with
h a 1ps standaard deviation. The distributiions show thee arrival time of every
frequency at the
t detector aftter passing thro
ough the 5 mm
m polarizer.

Fig. 5.
5 Time-Frequency
y distribution of th
he signal recorder by the receiver fo
for the 5 mm thickk
polariizer. (a) and (b) show
s
the time-freq
quency distributioon for the TE andd TM componentss
respecctively. The white dashed circle indiicates the remnantts of the high frequuencies. (c) showss
the tim
me-frequency distrribution of a referrence pulse, that iss, without polarizeer. The image wass
scaled
d 0.4 times. (d) a typical THz pulsse waveform afterr the 5 mm thickk polarizer. In thiss
figuree, a clear separation
n between high freequencies and low
w frequencies is observed.

Figure 5(aa) shows that all
a frequencies above 0.5 TH z arrive at the detector at aroound 9 ps
for the TE component,
c
prroviding experrimental evideence that, for these frequenncies, the
refractive ind
dex is almostt constant. Co
onversely, forr the TM com
mponent, in F
Fig. 5(b)
frequencies ab
bove, 0.5 THzz are highly atttenuated and oonly frequenciees below this vvalue can
propagate insside the structture. A rough
h arrival time of 14 ps is assumed at thhese low
frequency com
mponents. An
n approximatio
on for the refrractive index oof the TM com
mponents
results in nTM = 1.4, which is
i in agreementt with the calcuulated results ffrom effective--mediumn Fig. 5(c), thee time-frequenccy distribution for the referennce pulse is alsso shown.
theory [22]. In
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As expected all frequencies arrive at the same time, around 9 ps. Comparing this arrival time
with the arrival time for frequencies in the TE component (Fig. 5(a)), we can conclude that
the refractive index for the TE components above 0.5 THz is around 1. This value is again
confirmed using effective-medium-theory equations [22] and is in agreement with the FEM
simulation results at 2.5 THz (Fig. 2). Finally, a typical waveform for the TM component is
shown in Fig. 5(d). The rapid oscillations of the THz pulse between 5 and 10 ps in Fig. 5(d)
are due to the high frequency components that leaked through the polarizer. These high
frequency components are shown in Fig. 5(b) as a slightly red area around 10ps for
frequencies from 0.5THz to 2.7 THz (circled in white). From Fig. 5(d), it is clear that the
amplitude of the THz pulse near to 11ps is zero, consequently, when the Gaussian window
(1ps standard deviation) is multiplied by that region the resulting Gabor transform vanishes.
This explains the black spot in Fig. 5(b) in the TM frequency-time distribution (circled in
blue). By taking a wider Gaussian window, more non-zeros amplitude values will be enclosed
by the window eliminating this black region, but with the cost of losing certainty in the arrival
time of every frequency.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to fabricate functional polarizers for a wide
range of frequencies in the THz range by printing strip lines of conductive PLA (proto-pasta).
In this work we printed 3cm diameter polarizers made of 0.3 mm strip depositions of
conductive PLA separated by 0.3 mm air gaps. We printed five different polarizers with
different thickness from 1 mm to 5 mm. The best performance was found with the 5 mm thick
polarizer. In addition, we demonstrated the inverse polarization effect in a 3-D printed
polarizer for frequencies above 0.5 THz. This frequency matches with the cut-off frequency
calculated for a metallic rectangular waveguide with the same dimensions. This type of
printed device is quick and easy to fabricate, mechanically robust and additionally low cost,
making it an invaluable addition for future THz components for communication and imaging
applications.
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